“Original and earnest, informed both by human limitation and human potential.”
—Kirkus Review
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Daniel Black was born in Kansas City, Kansas, but spent most of his childhood years in Blackwell, Ark., where his “great-grandmother spent her final days grooming his spirit for the life of a transformer.”

He attended Clark College on a full academic scholarship. At 20 Daniel earned the prestigious Oxford Modern British Studies fellowship which sent him to Oxford University. He earned his Ph.D. at Temple University.

Presently, Daniel is professor of African-American Studies at Clark Atlanta University and Morehouse College.

His other books include They Tell Me of a Home, The Sacred Place, Twelve Gates to the City and the soon-to-be-released, The Coming.

Author visits and book discussions are being planned at libraries, universities and other venues throughout Arkansas during the week October 6-10.

For more information on If All Arkansas Read the Same Book contact Zoe Butler at 501.682.2814 or by email at zoe@library.arkansas.gov.